We propose an algorithm, which tracks a deformable object in complex scene based on Bayesian estimation in Particle filter framework. In Particle filter framework, both dynamic model and measure model of Particle filter, which utilizes information of structure of target edges and gray level distribution of neighbors of target edges, are respectively constructed in term of interframe correlation in the context of object tracking. The fuzzy metric is constructed to measure the similarity between histograms of template and candidate sub-regions. The tracking window can be adaptively changed with the variation of object appearance. The strategy for template update is applied according to confidence level threshold. Both judgement of occlusion and solution to occlusion are given in term of threshold and temporal window. Those experimental results illustrate that this algorithm can stably track deformable target under complex background at the low computing cost.
INTRODUCTION
Object tracking in an image sequence, which is now an active area of research in computer vision, is widely applied to surveillance, video compression, navigation of car etc. Object tracking could be regarded as a problem of state estimation of a dynamic system that changes over time. So, the state space approach is used to model dynamic system. In order to analyze and make inference about a dynamic at least two models, which are the system model describing the evolution of the state with time and the measurement model relating the noisy measurement respectively, are required [1] .
Generally, the methods of solution to state estimation of a dynamic system include the Kalman filter, grid-based filters, Extended Kalman filter and particle filter. The Kalman filter is better than any algorithm in a linear Gaussian environment. But In many situations of interest, the assumptions about Kalman filter and grid-based filters, do not hold and cannot therefore be used as described. Extended Kalman filter and Particle filter are approximated as non-linear Bayesian filter. However, the EKF always approximates the posteriori density function to be Gaussian. If the true density is non-Gaussian then a Gaussian can never describe it well. In such cases, particle filters will yield an improvement in performance in comparison to that of an EKF [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Many algorithms such as condensation show that Particle filter provide a robust object tracking framework under complex scene. [5] [6] utilizes particle filter method of color histogram distribution based on region to track target. They both utilize Bhattacharyya similarity coefficient to measure the similarity between histograms. Though the features of histogram of region can resist a little variety of target pose and illumination, the methods of [5] [6] have some drawback that the target can easily lose when the scene appear similar region, and computing of Bhattacharyya similarity coefficient is time consuming. So, this paper analyzes target edge information, which includes edge structure distribution and edge neighbor gray distribution, and inerframe correlation in an image sequence, and is embedded into Particle filter framework. This object tracking model includes the system model based on distribution of edge structure, the measure model based on edge neighbor distribution, and a strategy for adaptive variety of tracking template, judgement of occlusion and solution to occlusion.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,particle filter is simply introduced. The target tracking model, which includes the system model, the measure model and a strategy for adaptive template and solution to occlusion, is described in Section 3. In Section 4 experimental results are provideds and time performance is analyzed. Section 5 concludes this paper. 
PARTICLE FILTER
where P(Z t |S t ) is likelihood, P(S 1:t-1 |Z 1:t-1 ) is available at time t-1.So,the pdf P(S t | Z 1:t ) can be inferenced by the system model and the measure model according to the state sequence and observation data [7] [8] .
Particle filter is a technique for implementing a recursive Bayesian filter by Monte Carlo simulations. The key idea is to represent the required posterior density function by a set of random samples with associated weights and to compute estimates based on these samples and weights. As the number of samples becomes very large, this Mote Carlo characterization becomes an equivalent representation to the usual functional description of the posterior pdf [1] .
denotes a random measure that characterizes the current system at time t. S i t denotes a probable state of the current system and π 
TRACKING MODEL
The features of target edge, which include target structure information and gray level distribution of target edge neighbor, are one of the most important features for tracking object in image sequence, and is integrated into Particle filters framework. The information can be used to construct model of tracking: system model and measure model to reliable target tracking.
System model
System model, also known as state transition model, can describe transition of object state in tracking process. The system model which are denoted by P(S t |S t-1 ) based on assumption of first order Markov process is constructed in term of structure information of target edge. The state vector S t-1 is denoted by S t-1 =( x, y, D x , D y ,) at time t-1, where D x and D y are computed based on eq. (3), (x, y) denotes shape heart of object.
Where N pixel is the number of object edge pixels at state S t-1 . x i and y i are horizontal and vertical coordinate of object edge pixel i, respectively.
The shape heart of object in frame t-1, C, must appear in neighbor of the location of C according to the interframe correlation in an image sequence. It is possible to detect inaccurate object edges because of noise of image so that in practice obtained C is inaccurate. In order to improve tolerance of error, let ground true shape heart appear in neighbor of C, R C , such as figure 1(a). The neighbor of C is 7 × 7.
At time t, take the shape heart of target edges, C, and its neighbor as the locations of samples. These samples are boxed by the tracking window . So, the number of all samples is N=49. Let the p=C or p∈R C in frame t- 1 
It is assumed that the transition probability of p is equal, P(i|p)=1/N, then the system may ignore P(i|p) to obtain eq.(5).
Where let ) ( 
Measure model
The feature of histogram has advantage over resisting rotation, scale, illumination and occlusion of object in tracking process. This paper employs the gray level histogram of neighbor of object edge pixels to describe the distributions of template and the samples. The prediction state need be corrected by observation data at each time. So, the similar metric between template and observation data need be measured. A new similar metric is defined between probability . So, the similarity of two gray level histograms can be described as follow eq.(9). S can be computed using equations (6) and (9).
Finally, the mean state,S t is estimated according to eq. (1) S at time t, the height and width of tracking widow can be derived from eq. (11).
According to eq.(11),eq.(12) and the weights of all prediction states, the height and width of tracking widow, T t , can be derived at time t.
The strategy for update template is realized in term of eq. (9) as eq.(13)
Where T is template at time t-1,T t is matching target subregion at time t, Thd is threshold,
is the similar metric between histograms of T and T t .
The previous method for judgement of occlusion and solution to occlusion is reported in [9] . This paper employs the analogous strategy for this problem. It shows that occlusion occurs when ) ( , h π >Thd at time t 1 ,then occlusion ends and the template can be updated, else target in tracking window loses. Moreover, the deformation of target maybe happens during occlusion. So, the template need be initialized by manual initialization or detecting the region of interesting target. 
details of this algorithm

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF TIME PERFORMANCE
To evaluate the performance, three image sequences are made experiments using this algorithm. Some experimental results are shown as follows. Figure 2 shows some tracking results from the first image sequence including 200 frames in experiment one. Figure 3 shows some results from the second image sequence including 230 frames in experiment two. Figure 4 shows some results from the third image sequence including 200 frames in experiment three. While figure 2(a),3(a) and 4(a) present some predictive results in term of the system model, and figure 2(b) Because this algorithm utilizes the correlation of interframe, all samples every time only appear in neighbor of the location of target, and only a few of samples are needed to estimate the location of object. Let this algorithm use N samples every step. In stage of prediction, every sample may map M samples from last time to current time. So, the distributions of N×M samples need be computed in practice. The distribution of every sample is computed from sub-region whose size is the same as that of template. The size of template is W×H, where W and H denote its width and height. The total cost is O(N×M×W×H).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper integrates information of structure and gray level distribution of neighbor of target edge into Particle filter framework. The system model and measure model are constructed using the information of object edges and the correlation of interframe. A new similar metric between histograms is proposed based on the fuzzy measure. A strategy for update template and judgement of occlusion and solution to occlusion is realized. From experimental results and analysis of performance, we draw a conclusion that this algorithm can reliably track deformable object which is rigid and is not rigid under complex scene at low cost. However there are some drawbacks that the information of edge is easily influenced by background so that the precision of tracking is decreased.
In future, we will use level set to draw silhouette of target. The techniques of level set and particle filter are integrated to achieve reliable and precise tracking. I want to realize a function that can recapture the object when it is lost in tracking process.
